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LATIN AMERICAN AND LATINA/O STUDIES PROGRAM 

FY 2019 Annual Report and FY 2020 Budget Planning Narrative 

   

Dr. Maura Toro-Morn, Director  

Latin American and Latino Studies Program  

 

Introduction 

This document is a review of the Latin American and Latino Studies Programs activities and 

accomplishments for FY 2019. In the first part of the document, we outline how the program 

connects to the mission of the university, Educate. Connect. Elevate, and the College of Arts and 

Sciences strategic Plan. Then, we offer an overview of the program accomplishments. Finally, 

we describe our program goals for FY 2020.  

 

Mission and Vision of the Latin American and Latino Studies Program 

The mission of the Latin American and Latino Studies program is to promote an understanding 

and appreciation of Latin America, the Caribbean, and U.S. Latino communities as socio-

geographic spaces with a complex history and culture. We strive to help students understand the 

dynamic, social, and political issues facing these diverse communities. Our program also seeks to 

promote and facilitate research and outreach activities related to Latin America, the Caribbean, 

and Latino communities in the United States. Overall, the program enhances any major and 

prepares students to be fully engaged participants in a diverse global society.  

 

ISU’s strategic plan (2018- 2023) identifies our new institutional logo as: Educate, Connect and 

Elevate. The strategic plan identifies diversity and inclusion as a core value. This core value 

includes three distinct and larger goals: “1) Enhance diversity of faculty, staff, and student 

populations across the inclusion spectrum; 2) Invigorate the campus community by providing a 

welcoming and inclusive environment; 3) Advance learning experiences that help faculty, staff, 

and students succeed in global society.” Given this new institutional vision and mission, we are 

confident that ISU’s Latin American and Latina/o Studies Program1 is (will continue to be) 

central to the university’s mission and educational outcomes. In fact, we are poised to be central 

for years to come since we fit very nicely the three categories listed above.     

 

 

The Latin American and Latina/o Studies Program (LAL) is a university wide interdisciplinary 

minor program that connects to the university’s goals of academic excellence and commitment to 

                                              
1

 It is important to point out that the Program’s name has undergone several changes since its inception in the late 

1970s’. The program was first known as the Latin American and Caribbean Studies Program. In 2005 the program is 
moved to the College of Arts and Sciences and it undergoes a name change to: Latin American and Latina/o Studies 
Program.      
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diversity. Our faculty is diverse and growing. The program offers a minor in Latin American and 

Latina/o Studies to students in a wide range of fields in the College of Arts and Sciences as well 

as other programs across the university. As an academic program, we offer courses at various 

levels of undergraduate instruction, opportunities to do civic engagement projects through our 

internship programs, and to study abroad. We are most proud of our consistent collaborations 

with other campus programs, units, and departments to offer programming that enhances the 

educational goals of the institution throughout the academic year.  

 

The program also sustains a strong community presence in Bloomington-Normal through events 

we co-sponsor; all activities we hold on our campus sustain those ties. An important dimension 

of the program is the strong community links that we have cultivated through partnerships with 

community organizations such as Conexiones Latinas in Central Illinois, The Immigration 

Project, the McLean County History Museum, and the Bilingual Program at Bent Elementary 

School. These community partnerships offer our students the opportunity to complement their 

academic learning with civic engagement in the community.   

 

The new institutional goals established in Educate, Connect, and Elevate are central to our 

program.   

1. To provide a supportive and student-centered educational experience for high-achieving, 

diverse, and motivated students that promotes their success.  

2. To offer a rigorous, innovative, and high-impact undergraduate and graduate programs 

that prepare students to excel in a globally competitive, culturally diverse, and changing 

environment. 

3. To foster an engaged community and enhance the University's outreach and partnerships 

both internally and externally. 

4. To enhance institutional effectiveness by strengthening the organizational operation and 

enhancing resource development.   

 

The minor in Latin American2 and Latina/o studies contributes to all of these goals in the 

following ways: our curriculum, organized around 21 hours of course credits in a range of 

disciplines encourages our students to explore connections between Latin America, the 

Caribbean, and U.S. Latino communities. Our classes are small, student centered, and supportive 

of student learning. As a multidisciplinary community of scholars, our faculty is committed to 

building cultural bridges between the university and the Americas. We are suited to facilitate 

student engagement with globalization through our study abroad collaborations. Our faculty is 

engaged in innovative scholarship, teaching, and outreach that fosters new knowledge about 

Latin America, the Caribbean, and Latinos. We collaborate with other units on campus to 

                                              
2

  University goals can be found on the ISU strategic plan  - https://strategicplan.illinoisstate.edu/strategies/ 
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provide service and outreach programs and opportunities. Our students are encouraged to seek a 

more complex understanding of the connections between our local communities and the world. 

As one of several interdisciplinary minors on campus, we collaborate with other units on campus 

to discuss how our programs complements one another and the mission of the university, and we 

are actively seeking ways to work together to promote interdisciplinary studies across campus. 

  

These three four components—strong academic minor, student programs, civic engagement in 

the community, and cross-campus collaborations—make the Latin American and Latino Studies 

program a strong contributor to realizing the mission and vision of Educate. Connect. Elevate 

  

 

Latin American and Latina/o Studies Program (LAL) and CAS Strategic plan. 

The Latin American and Latino Studies Program has resided in the College of Arts and Sciences 

since 2005. Our program has contributed in substantial ways to the mission of the College of 

Arts and Sciences: “to ignite intellectual curiosity and promote reflection on human experience 

and the natural world. By discovering and disseminating knowledge, we serve society and 

prepare students for fulfilling lives and productive careers as lifelong learners, engaged citizens, 

and leaders in the 21st century.” 

  

Most importantly, in keeping with the spirit of interdisciplinary collaboration that has 

characterized the development of Latino Studies as a discipline, we are a model program that 

shows the fruits of cross-disciplinary collaborations. Our program is also at the forefront of 

educational trends such as the development of partnerships between community organizations 

and academic programs, as evidenced by the collaborations and programs we have supported that 

are local and community based. This gives our students an edge in their educational experiences, 

thus cementing the centrality of the College of Arts and Sciences to the university’s mission. 

Additionally, our commitment to study abroad further enhances the College of Arts and 

Sciences’ stated goals to encourage our students to travel abroad.  

  

  

Accomplishments and Productivity FY18 

We have just completed an eight year program assessment for the University Curriculum 

Committee and we are exceedingly proud of all of the things we have accomplished in the last 

eight years. Here is a quick overview.   

 

● Our student enrollment in the program has skyrocketed in the last year. Currently there 

are 49 students enrolled in the program, the highest enrollment ever in the history of the 

program.  
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● Our office space is now a place to gather, hold meetings, and meet community members.  

We moved one office down and gained a conference room that we shared with Art 

Station.  

● Our budget has grown to include resources for more instructional capacity. 

● Our presence and leadership role on campus has been consolidated as evidence by the 

years of programming and collaboration efforts we have sustained.  

● Our faculty has grown: Prof. Alejandro Enriquez became our first joint faculty hire in 

2017.  

● As we write this  report, we are in the process of adding one more joint faculty line with 

the department of Psychology. Other programs that have expressed an interest are Social 

Work, Women and Gender Studies, among others.    

● The academic components of our program have been strengthened by a major curricular 

review which we under went in 2016.  

● Our undergraduate advisor, Janet Claus retired in 2018. In the summer of 2018, Ryan 

Gray (Sociology and Anthropology) has assumed the new role as undergraduate advisor.  

 

These items when taken together represent an important benchmark of a maturing program 

poised to continue to grow institutionally into a larger program or fully fledged department. It 

also makes evident that we have contributed significantly to the educational mission of the 

university and college.  

 

This year we have had an outstanding academic year of events, programs, and new academic 

developments. Our most important accomplishment has been the growth of the program in terms 

of student enrollment. Other accomplishment can also be seen in the areas: faculty growth,   

programming, and leadership.   

  

Student Recruitment: Historic Benchmark  

Our student enrollment has shown tremendous growth. The graph below shows the ebb and flow 

of enrollment with the rather impressive growth that took place since we welcomed, Ryan Gray, 

as our new advisor to the program. To be sure, we have now reached historic records of student 

enrollment in the program. At this point, we can say that the program has reached and exceeded 

our projected enrollments. We are today the third largest undergraduate minor--Children’s 

studies and Women and Gender Studies, respectively in first and second place. Appendix A 

includes a more detailed summary of available demographic data about our students.  
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It is important to state that we very grateful to the University College by allowing Janet 

Claus to  

advise our students for so many years. We are also very grateful for the work that Janet 

Claus did  

on behalf of the program.  

 

We attribute this growth in enrollment to not only the growing visibility of the program 

but the  

amazing work that our new advisor, Ryan Gray, has undertaken by contacting students 

and  

showing how easy is to add the minor to their field of studies. Utilizing the student 

information  

system, he manages enrollment in courses and tracks data for student recruitment into the 

minor.  

This outreach to students enrolled in minor courses has recently resulted in a 280% 

increase in  

enrollment in the minor.  

 

Ryan Gray (Sociology and Anthropology) became our program advisor in fall of 2018,  

bringing 20 years of advising experience. Prior to working in Sociology and 

Anthropology, he  

worked in ISU’s English department, and before that in the College of Business at the 

University  

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He advises students on academic matters related to 

completing  

the minor, as well as internships and other opportunities for students to enhance their  
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undergraduate experience. Students are able to schedule a one-on one appointment for  

advisement anytime through an online appointment system.   

 

Programming Overview 

As you know, LALS offers significant programming to educate the campus community and 

larger Bloomington-Normal community about issues relevant to Latin America and Latinos in 

the US. These events raise awareness about particular topics, showcase the benefits of 

interdisciplinary studies in generating knowledge about our world, and offer us opportunities to 

recruit students to the minor. Our programs, both academic and community-oriented, bring 

students and faculty from different departments together with other stakeholders in the 

community, offering extra-curricular opportunities to students for intellectual and civic 

engagement. FY18 events include:  

● Collaborated with the Office of International Studies and Programs to hold weekly 

seminar series on Immigration. The series which brought to campus different highly 

knowledgeable speakers on the topic of immigration was highly attended by both 

students and the public.  

● Brought to campus a highly distinguished scholar in the field of Sociology and Chicano 

studies Dr. Alfredo Mirande who also happens to be an ISU Alumni. He gave a two 

lectures on his recent book and his experience as a chicano scholar.  

●  This year’s Cultural Dinner featured an award winning Latina Journalist Maria Hinojosa 

who has reported for PBS, CBS, WNBC, CNN, NPR and anchored the Emmy Award-

winning show Maria Hinojosa: One-on-One.  

● More affiliated faculty joined the program this year including; Dr Lisa Ortiz, Carla 

Cabrera, Cecilia Montesdeoca, and Melissa Ramirez. Dr Lisa Ortiz gave a lecture as part 

of the Conversando Entre Nosotros: LALS Brown Bag Series  

 

Please see Appendix B for a copy of the Latino Heritage Month colander 

 

Faculty Growth: Joint Appointments.  

An important accomplishment this year has been the addition of a joint-faculty appointment. In 

the Spring, 2018, we signed a MOU between the department of Languages, Literatures, and 

Cultures and Latino studies that made Dr. Dr. Alejandro Enriquez, as our first joint 

appointment in the program. Dr. Enriquez offered one course in the fall and one in the Spring 

and it is scheduled to offer an online version of LAL/SOC 109 in the summer, 2019.  

 

This year Dr. Toro-Morn served in the Psychology Search Committee that will bring our second 

joint faculty appointment to the program. A recently hired faculty member whose specialty is 

Latino PSychology will join the LAL’S program faculty in the Fall, 2019. We are also working 

with the School of Social Work to secure yet a third joint hire. These hires represent yet another 

important benchmark in the growth of affiliated faculty members for ISU’s Latin American and 

Latino Studies Program.   
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This means that our course offering will expand, offering the possibility to work toward a major 

in the near future. Our program is also poised to contribute to the new US Diversity course 

graduation requirement. Even if this proposed requirement does not pass, the Climate Report 

made evident that our students want more opportunities to explore issues of diversity in the 

curriculum, this brings to us to the next more important objective of our FY20 budget: to offer 

more sections of the Gen Ed entry level course for the minor, Introduction to Latino Studies 

(Soc. 109.).  

 

 

Key Objectives for FY19 and beyond 

  

Strategic Planning 

 It is well known that Illinois State University defines itself as “Illinois first public university,” 

“an institution of first choice for increasing numbers of academically talented and motivated 

students” (ISU Fact Book, 2008). ISU’s Latin American and Latino Studies is poised to help our 

institution attract the quality students that will continue to help us be the state’s first public 

university, the choice of students across the state and beyond.  

 

Further, ISU’s Latin American and Latino Studies has been an important partner of the 

institution in the last ten years as we endeavors to “create a varied and inclusive community 

where all students are active participants in a global society characterized by teamwork, respect 

for differences, civic engagement, and educational goals which celebrate diversity.”  

 

The following are our short-term and long-term goals: 

 

Short-Term Goals 

1. Continue to secure courses at the 200 and 300 level 

2. Work with programs to increase the number of joint-faculty hires 

3. Secure more funding for programming 

4. Consolidate our community connections  

5. Launch a graduate certificate program 

Long-Term Goals:  

1. Staff: we need to secure a front office staff that will help us maintain the office open and 

will help in the processing of various budget items, and required paper work for speakers.  

2. Develop a proposal to become a major.  

3. Sustain community links.  

 

Programming Objectives for FY20 

Our desire is to continue to grow by offering students the opportunity to learn about the program 

outside of the College of Arts and Sciences. We also want to increase the number of sections 

offered for SOC. 109 as we know that students are interested in the class. We also want to  
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continue to offer year-round programming that brings dynamic speakers from a variety of 

disciplines to campus to address a range of topics relevant to Latino communities and Latin 

America. Lastly, our presence in the community is important to us and we plan to continue to 

collaborate with various groups. 

  

  

Permanent Funding Requests FY20 

 

  

 FY19 (current) FY 20 (requested) 

Programming $5,000 $6,000 

Graduate Assistantship (20 

hours) 

$9,000 $9,000 

Administrative Clerk (part 

time)  

$0 $14,500 

Non-Tenure Track Instructor 

(for three courses) 

$9,900 $14,850 

Twelve-month salary for 

director 

$TBD TBD 

Total $23,900 $44,350 

 

Rationale for new budget items 

 

NTT - $9,900 is salary for 25% FTE for an NTT with a PhD 

 

●   Increase budget for programming  to $6,000 

LALS currently offers excellent year-round programming that serves broad swaths of our 

community. A modest increase of  $1,000.00 will give us the opportunity to extend our 

programing in the Spring semester. A modest increase will also give us the opportunity to 

contribute to other programs who want us to co-sponsor events with them.  

 

●   Maintain current full-time (20-hour) graduate assistant position 

The GA is instrumental in assisting with administrative duties, publicizing the minor and related 

programming, and being available in the office.  

 

●   Secure funds for an Administrative Clerk to work part time (20 hours per week for 
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9 months) on a 12-month position subject to academic break layoff (i.e. work during the 

academic year and continue year after year): $14,500 

 

Rationale: This person would be responsible for the following: 

● logistics of program and activities planning 

● publicity and recruitment  

● communication with faculty and other affiliated staff and students across campus 

● communication with community groups  

 

It is imperative to have a permanent staff person carrying out these tasks from year to year. 

Graduate Assistants must be trained and there are some tasks they cannot carry out. A permanent 

staff person would free up the GA for more class visits to promote the minor and step up other 

recruitment efforts.  

 

●   Secure funds to hire an NTT to increase the number of sections of SOA 109 

Introduction to Latina/o Studies offered each semester. 

 

Rationale: This would be a great recruitment avenue for students. This course is our main point 

of entry for students in our minor (and is a requirement for all minors). As a result of the our new 

joint faculty appointment we have been able to increase the number of sections offered in the 

Fall, 2018 and Spring, 2019. Currently, (Spring, 2019) we are offering two sections of the class 

and both classes are filled to capacity. We are expecting to offer an online section of the class 

this summer and we would like to make that a permanent offer for students. Online instruction 

would also allow us to welcome students to the minor and would offer students the opportunity 

to make up needed hours of gened classes.  

 

We currently offer one section per semester, run at capacity; there is sufficient student demand to 

fill additional sections. Offering additional sections will bring more students into the minor. If 

the proposal for a US Diversity (IDEAS) requirement passes the Academic Senate, this course 

will be an excellent choice for students in any program, thus the need for more sections. 

 

●   Secure 12-month contract for director (i.e. similar to that of program chair).  

Rationale: Currently, the LAL’s director has been supported via a course release per semester 

allocated by her home department. The director receives one month’s salary to compensate for 

the functions and responsibilities that need to be addressed during the summer. Currently, the  

workload of the director resembles that of chair given the varied responsibilities, programming 

for Latino Heritage Month, as well as the numerous tasks that take place over the summer. For 

example, supervising students enrolling in summer study abroad, internships, and independent 

studies some take place during the summer. Hiring a GA for the next academic year also takes 
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place over the summer. And as we see increased demand for civic engagement opportunities, we 

anticipate a need to direct students over the summer in these projects. Indeed, our community 

partners do not stop working over the summer, and as ISU interns become a vital presence in 

their organizations, we have an obligation to continue to serve them over the summer. 

   

Future Funding Requests (beyond FY19) 

●   An assistant director position; with pay and adequate course release support 

●   Additional faculty lines within the program 

●   Support for affiliated faculty who offer important work (ex. summer pay; course release 

and title for temporary assignments such as assistant director; a service release from their 

department in exchange for service to Latino Studies) 

●   Support from the University Recruitment and retention, for both faculty and students in 

this program. 
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Appendix A: Demographic breakdown of the students 
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Appendix B:  FY 18 Programming 

 

 

 
 


